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THE HEAT IS ON IN M&A

Over the last three years, the number of acquisitions of

S/ITS companies undertaken throughout Europe has been

steadily falling. The UK has not been not immune to this

trend, and although we managed to hold steady in terms

of the number of deals in 2002/2003, we have to 90 baCk
as far as 1997 to nd a year in which the UK was involved

in fewer transactions At first blush this might seem at

odds with all the talk of consolidation in our industry.

However, things have changed markedly in recent

months.

☜Blistering☝

A leading M&A advisor

recently told us that they

have concluded more

deals in the current quarter
than in the last three years.

and Victor Basta (ex-MD of

Broadview and now

running Arma Partners)

describes the current tech.

M&A scene as 'blistering'.
So, we are in the midst of a

heat wave! Indeed. hardly

a day goes by without us
reporting a deal involving a

UK S/ITS company (see

page 19 for a summary of

this month's transactions).

So, why has the pace picked up?

Put simply, UK S/lTS companies are, for the most part,

operating in a low growth environment. In a flat market one

of the only ways to grow is through increasing market

share, and for many that means undertaking acquisitions.

Furthermore, the only way to continue to deliver increased

pro ts (assuming all the cost cutting was done a year or

so back) is to improve competitiveness. Buying a rival and

stripping out duplicate costs is one way to deliver growth

to the bottom line.

Improved sentiment towards technology stocks, as

evidenced by fact that the Ovum Holway S/ITS index has

doubled since the start of 2003, and has increased by
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18% since the beginning of the year. is also fuelling M&A

activity.

The upsurge in M&A goes handvin~hand with the urry

of lPO activity. Both are critical to the health of the sector,

and underpinned by investor con dence. A healthy IPO

market also directly impacts on M&A activity: some

companies will need to 'bulk up' in anticipation of their IPO

(support services player Phoenix has acquired Trend

Network Services, ahead of its anticipated IPO in OS):

and if you look in the prospectuses of recent lPOs, the

rationale for going public is precisely to raise funds in order

to undertake acquisitions.

Diversity of growth

will mean diversity of

value.

This upsurge in M&A

activity favours certainlEu qu

types of S/ITS

companies, and the

diversity of growth

farecast for different

markets means that

players will be afforded

diverse valuations.

Of course S/lTS

companies have always

been subject to different

ratings, depending on their core activity. For instance.

outsourcers (with their excellent revenue visibility) and

software firms (with valuable intellectual property) have

long enjoyed a premium; whilst at the other end of the

spectrum resellers and IT staffing companies (le,

commodity suppliers with little value add) have always had

much lower relative valuations.

Understandably those companies operating in growth

markets (such as outsourcing and BPO), or in growth

sectors (such as the public sector, or nancial services), will

attract the highest values. Our expectation is that these

'variations☁ will become even more marked in the year

ahead. With this increased polarisation, averages (whether

it be PEs or F☂SRs) will no longer prove a useful measure.
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[continued on page two]
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The likely consolidators

We envisage the emergence

of a handful of new acquisitive

BTQ☁
groupings. lead by BT, HP and

080. BT and HP both aspire to

the mantle of global IT services

provider, and as such, we expect

to see them making a number of

acquisitions in the year ahead.

 

lndeed, HP has recently
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picked up two European S/lTS companies. in Feb.

they paid euro 340m for Triaton, one of the largest

'captive' outsourcers in Germany, with revenues of

euro 370m (55% of which is generated from

'external' customers). Triaton considerably

strengthens HP's position in the still-difficult and

fragmented German market (placing them amongst

the top three German outsourcers), but also abroad (Triaton has a presence

in France, the Netherlands, Austria, the US and Asia).

This month, HP acquired FH Computer Services, a UK-based

software management and licensing company. The deal was probably small

change for HP, but signi cant nonetheless as it is consistent with HP's

objective of becoming a strategic player in systems management.

We have yet to see 080 making any acquisitions in

2004. but they did notch up a couple of deals in 2003.

As for ET, the targets are likely to be pan-European

players providing network-centric managed services

and systems integration.
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Seize the day

We have been warning of a correction in tech valuations fora number of

months now, and have encouraged would-be IPO candidates to take

advantage of the current ☁window of lPO-tunity't

The same advice holds true for business owners looking to sell their

companies. Conditions are such that the prices potential purchasers are

willing to pay, and owners☁ expectations of their companies 'worth', are

more in line than at any time since 1999/2000. Many owners have held Off

selling their businesses in recent years, waiting for tech company valuations

to pick up. Well they have, and it will not stay that way for long. Indeed, the

☁correction' may have started ♥ Ovum Holway's S/ITS index fell 5% this

month.

The window of lPO-tunity might close before the end of the year, but

trade sales will continue, albeit at lower levels of activity and at lower prices,

When this happens we will see a flight to quality, and deals will take longer

to conclude,

So, our advice to you if you are looking to sell, is do it now!

{Heather Brice)

 

Holway@Ovum customers will receive our latest research on M&A next

month. For further details contact Damien Mclnnery on 020 75519315 or

email dkm@ovum.com.

 

Regent Associates provides advice to the

i technology industry in areas of corporate

: development, including mergers and

 

acquisitions, divestments, valuations and

fund raising. We would like to thank

Regent for proving us with data on

European S/ITS M&A activity.
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LIFE BEGINS AT FORTY

Forty years ago. on 7th April

1964. IBM announced the 8/360.

Costing SSbn (probably E30bn in

today's money) this is still the most

expensive CPU project in history

Fortune magazine ran a front cover

headlined ☁IBM's $5bn gamble'.

It was one gamble which

worked. Apart from generating

IBM over $100b since, we
happen to believe that the IBM

8/360 was the one seminal event

which kick-started the Information

Technology era.

The IBM 8/360 was the first

ever ☁family☂ of computers. Indeed

tapes from the one computer

could be read on another that

might be 100x more powerful It

introduced industry standards

that we now take for granted ♥

like the 8-bit byte.

The IBM 8/360 seriously

lowered the barrier of entry.

Companies could now buy an ☁entry

level' machine but use the same

programs as those developed for

much larger concerns.

But what the IBM 8/860 also

did was to give birth to the

Software and IT Sen/ices industry

as we know it today.

Back in 1964 there was no

software products industw at all!

Any software that did exist came

bundled with the hardware

supplied by IBM ♥ or the

'BUNCH☁. The IBM 8/360

provided a viable market for

independent software

developers. Informatics. CACI,

ADFI (Auto ow) were amongst the

first to launch independent

software products but these

were all in the ☁infrastructure☁

space. BASIC, RPG and PL/1

were all rst launched in 1964.

Application software was either 
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written bespoke or supplied by

the manufacturer. Things did

change though. In June 1969, in

a move not unlike what is

currently happening at Microsoft,

IBM was forced to ☁unbundle☁ its

software from its hardware in

order to provide thefree market

in software development that we all expect today. It opened the ood-gates.

Application software products ooded the market from 1970 onwards.

The IT Services industw was also quite, quite different in 1964.

Basically it had just two parts:

- processing bureau. Because of the extremely high cost of hardware.

few companies owned their own computers. 80 they 'shared' ♥ paying by

the transaction or by the hour for everything from payslips to invoices,

Bureaus dominated the sector ♥ about 60% of IT Services. The IT hardware

manufacturers ♥ like IBM and ICT ♥ weremajor players here too. In the US.

ADP and others were already established. EDS had been setup in 1962 to

utilise spare time on customer☁s own computers. It had bought spare time

on Southwestern Life Insurance☁s IBM 7070 and two months later Collins

Radio became EDS☁ first bureau customer. EDS claim the rst IT

Outsourcing deal with Frito Lay in 1963. But the IBM 8/360 launch gave

birth to a host of ☁independents' bureaus. Both Centrefile and Datasolve

were formed in the UK in 1965.

' bespoke development. Most of the IT Sen/ices players today can

trace their roots back to the early/mid♥1960s. Indeed, Hoskyns (which is

now Cap Gemini) was formed by ex-lBMer (Sir) John Hoskyns in 1964 too.

1964 also saw another ☁ rst'. CSC was the rst S/ITS company to see its

shares listed on NYSE. All these companies were mainly engaged in

bespoke systems development ♥ usually on a ☁Time & Materials' basis.

My how you've changed!

Twenty years on. in 1984. we were celebrating another major ☁birth☁. This

time the Apple Mac gave us GUls, mice etc...and windows too. Software

products were the place to be as Microsoft, Oracle, SAP etc. were set to

prove. IT hardware was becoming much less important in the scheme of

things as prices crashed. This meant that all companies could now afford

their own computers; which had already led to the reduced importance of

bureau. Conversely, companies increasingly wanted to outsource the

running of their IT operations.

Today, forty years on in 2004. the IT industry in Europe has grown from

around eurotb in 1964 to over eur0250b now. During the vast majority of

that time IT has grown at >2 euroGDP: 4x euroGDP in some periods. Its

make up has changed even more radically. IT Hardwarewhich was 95% of

the European IT market in 1964. is now just 30% of it,..and falling constantly.

as a proportion. year after year.

But its players have provided some consistency, IBM was the world☁s

[continued on page tour]
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number one IT company in 1964 with revenues

of $3.23bn (although much of that was from

typewriters and other non-IT activities). iBM is

STILL the world☁s number one IT company in

2004, with revenues of over SBibn (in 2003),

indeed, IBM has shown itself to be amazineg

adaptive; taking on the PC in the 1980s and 1934

reinventing itself as an IT services company in ,.\

the 1990s. ☂
And EDS is still the world's number one ☁954

☁hardware independent☁ IT Services supplier.

080, which had revenues of 84m in 1964 when t» /

its shares were the rst to be listed. will see

revenues exceed $14bn this year. So. by

concentrating on IT services, 080, it could be

argued, has grown 140 times faster than iBM!

Life begins at forty?

I make no excuses for this article being mainly retrospective. But will life really

begin at forty forthe IT industry?

As in real life ♥ indeed in my own life ♥ the answer is a resounding YES.

The future is hugely exciting. But we have to face reality The IT industry will

not experience double-digit growth for the NEXT 40 years ♥ as it has for most of

the past forty years. indeed. as we have oft-said. growth overall will be

modest/GDP-Iike.

But. against that backdrop, there will be a huge 'diversity of growth'. IT is now

an essential part of the ☁business process'. That's why BPO ♥ not ITO ♥ will be the

main driver for growth in the next era. Technogicai change, just because ☁IT's there',

is not on anymore. [1' will only succeed if it provides real business advantage

Plus ca change, plus c'est la meme chose

Things do have a habit of 'coming around☁ though. In 1964. bureau

processing was THE major part of the IT Services market. Now things like 'IT on

Demand' ll the headlines. We remember last year sitting through a presentation

on this very subject. sitting next to Richard Atkins Half way through he saw me
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PSD SHARES IN ITSA WOES

Recruitment rm PSD Group announced results for the year to end

December 2003. Gross tee income (i.e. turnover) was down 15% to

俉37.6m. Operating pro t of 俉87K (2002) became an operating loss of

E746K (2003). The company made a pro t of 俉2A9k at the pre♥tax level,

thanks to interest receivable. but losses per share were 1.5;), compared to

earnings per share of 2,5p in 2002. Despite the losses, the company has

maintained its nal dividend of 3p.

Comment: Despite having a recruitment business spread across a number

of sectors, PSD's exposure to the continued downturn in the IT staf ng agency

(ITSA) market dragged its whole performance down. So while the company's

Finance & Banking division grew its net fee income (NFI ♥ i.e. gross pro ts)

by 19%, the Technology UK business saw its NFI shrink by a whopping 28%

and the International division (which derives 85% of its NFI from technology

markets) registered a 25% tall.

One of PSD's problems has been that the management seems to have

failed to grasp early enough just how tough its markets have become. Back

European lT Market Growth andMakeup 1964-2004
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looking a bit bemused. turned to me

and whispered ☜Richard. DON'l

worry. It's actually just an evolution

of bureau processing. " Atkins

should know as he was the Finance

Director at Dana Sciences (which
included bureau Datasolve) many

moons ago. Atkins now heads IBM

Global Sen/ices in the UK.

IBM. which gave us the lT

industry with the 8/360 launch 40

years ago. is the one company that
has demonstrated that it has what it

takes to adapt. IBM is the one

company that we wouldn't bet

against being around for next 40

years too. {Richard Holway}

in September last year it was still
proclaiming that PSD was ☜in an
excellent position to resume
growth when market conditions
improve". We're glad to report
that management is nally starting
to resign itself to the realities Of
the ITSA market. which offers
absolutely no prospect Of an
upturn in the foreseeable future.

As CEO Francesca Robinson

put it. "While our markets appear

to have stabilised in recent
months, it is too early to anticilJate
a signi cant increase in demand
for our services". (Phil Cod/mg)
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Iorien

Top ten UK IT staff agency (ITSA). Lorien missed climbing back to break-

even in 2003 by agnat's whisker as it suffered from an increased provision for

☁onerous property commitments' on its discontinued Consulting business,

Total revenues for the year ended 30 November 2003 declined 17% to

£94.7m, although this represented a 15% decline on continuing operations.

Total operating pro ts were badly hit ♥ down 71% to just E766K, but the

£1.25m property provision kept Lorien in the red at the bottom line to the tune

of £425K. Nonetheless, this was a tremendous leap forward compared to the

£5,2m loss in FY02. Loss per share ☁improved☁ from (♥)32.5p to (♥)3.2p,

Lorien will not pay a dividend ☁for the foreseeable future☂.

It's what's happening 'under the covers' that counts at Lorien. and we

must say things looking toward seem a lot brighter. Although revenues at

its core IT contractor business dropped by 18% to $277.7m, there has been

a dramatic upswing in demand since mid-2003 and fee rates have

remained broadly stable. Lorien's permanent placement business was hit

harder ♥ down 83%, but again demand has recovered signi cantly, Their

edgling projects business Resolution, lost another E4OOK in the year but

nally moved into profit at the end of 2003 and pro ts seem on track to

grow. Lorien's 'cash cow' Specialist Services division continued to do the

business. returning 3 Sam contribution on £15.8m revenues, up 6%. This

pro t is now about the same as the whole of Lorien's resourcing activities

including Resolution. Lorien executive chairman Bert Morris reported that

business has "exceeded our internal expectations in the first two months of

FY04" and he sees "no reason why this should not continue".

Comment: The revenue decline in Lorien's resourcing business is very

much in line with our market forecasts for the ITSA sector in 2003 (we

forecast a 17% decline) and our outlook for the ITSA market in 2004 is

another 7% drop. But when we spoke to Lorien FD Chn's Hinton just after

Pinmaccade

Nethertands♥based lT services company, PinkRoccade has released its results

for the year to 31st Dec. 2003. Revenues declined 9.5% to eur738.6m, while net

profits more than doubled to eur12.3m. The UK business improved revenues by 5%

in local currency terms ♥ although expressed in euros. sales were at.

For the coming year, the company is "cautious/y optimistic...and sees signs

ofeconomic recovery in the Netherlands" (where it derives 90% of its revenues).

Comment: PinkRoccade's signi cant increase in pro ts is partly down to

ef ciency improvements. It's stripped out costs and improved solvency thanks

to the sale of property and the repayment of long»term loans. The renewal of

some major contracts plus an above average volume of recurring business

have also made positive contributions.

Speci cally in the UK. pro tability has been hampered by its high cost base.

From our conversations with UK CEO, Clive Hyland. we know the plan is to reduce

these costs by 10%. Another contributary factor is the company's maintenance

business, which lacks the scale to compete effectively and has been under

consideration for a while now. As soon as the right player comes along with the

right offer we have no doubt Hyland will jump at the chance to partner
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LORIEN RESOLVES TO RETURN TO PROFIT

these results were announced, he

believed that the upturn in their

ITSA business seemed to be

continuing, so we'd have to say

that this may well encourage us

to take a less gloomy view on

2004. But we need to see the

results and current activity at a

few more of the ITSA ☁majors'

before we would be bold enough

to lift our forecasts.

Meanwhile, Lorien's decision

to increase the provision for the

old Consulting property is really

prudent. They are now allowing

for another seven years rent ♥ so

we might reasonably expect

some of this provision will be

released in the future. The

important thing is that Lorien

enters FY04 with a clean P&L so

hopefully the improvement in

demand in the core Resourcing

business will bring them back to

true pro t, especially now that

Resolution is no longer loss-

making.

(Anthony Miller)

PINKROCCADE PROFITS DOUBLE IN 2003

Looking more closely at the

split of UK revenue, outsourcing

(infrastructure and applications

management) contributed 俉29.3m,

up 27% on last year and now

slightly ahead of support services.

which declined 4% to £28.1m. In

the mid market, PinkRoccade

does seem to have a exibility that

its outsourcing customers

appreciate. It's a strength they

have over the larger players who

are looking to enter the market.

Projects Services revenue.

while down 13% overall. is a mixed

bag of results. Training is up 9% to

£2,5m bolstered by PinkRoccade's

[continued on page six)
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[continued from page rive]

offering. Although consultancy has continued to contract ♥ by about 50% ♥

this is expected to recover fully in 2004.

At current course and speed, revenue growth in 2004 won't be all that

different from 2003. With cost cutting underway and the necessary investments

@pufacenfer
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Computacenter has

announced results for the year to

31st Dec. 2003. Group revenues

increased by c29% to £2.48bn.

Organically, excluding the impact

of the German and French

acquisitions, revenues fell by 67%

to £1 .8bn, As we were told back at

Computacenter☁s trading update in

January, revenues from product

Compulacentar plc

10 year Revenue and PET Record

Relative [01994
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in place. the UK business really has

no excuse and must get itself back

into operating pro t by the end of

H1. (Kate Hanaghan)

COMPUTACENTER DELIVERS PROFITS, EARNINGS

AND DIVIDEND GROWTH

upon the pace and sustainability of the broader economic recovery in Europe,

there are grounds for optimism that market conditions may nowimprove.

Computacenter is well positioned to take advantage of any such improvement".

Comment: As Computacenter becomes an increasingly international

business, the UK's share of turnover is declining ♥ down from 88% in 2002 to

58% in 2003. UK revenues declined by 9% over the year to 21/1an with the

market outside the public sector ☁generally subdued☂. The fall in revenues was

primarily affected by an11.3% decline in product revenues, asa result of a

20% price decline on desktop and laptop computers. But the UK performance

contained many bright spots, with revenues from managed services up

10.9%, and the contract base up 9.2%. In addition,

Computacenter reported that the server product

market remained ☁buoyant' (with sales of Sun

technology up 12.8%) and the distribution business

saw revenues increase by 14.9%.

A continuing focus on reducing the cost base

meant that the UK returned a 07% increase in

21 operating profit to £61.8m and an improvement in

652
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Year ending 31:! Dec.

sales suffered from unprecedented

price decline, exacerbated by the

impact of the declining US dollar.

Over 2003 this resulted in product

price declines of 15%♥25% in local

currency, although an

improvement in product volumes

served to offset this decline to

some extent,

Group operating pro t increased

20.5% to £66f1m, and at the pre-tax

level pro ts were up 183% to

£65.2m, Diluted EPS increased from

19.8p to 24.6p. The Group

continued to generate cash from

operations (俉53,5m compared to

俉60.6m in FY02), and shareholders

were rewarded with a 207%

increase in the full♥year dividend.

Ron Sandler, Chairman.

commented, ☜While much depends

2097349

☜93" margins from 3.6% in FY02 to 42%.
Following the acquisition of CC Compunet,

Germany is now the second biggest revenue

2%,, 2m, 2,,☝ am contributor. While revenues declined by 10.9% to

$3635.2m, the managed services business grew

and overall CC Compunet contributed an

operating pro t of £8.7m.

Belgium and Luxembourg may only account for 1% of revenues, but

they deserve a mention as revenue grew 37%, and they mOVed Closer t0

breakeven (operating loss of £0.4m compared to £3,9m in FY02), Again

managed services gave the strongest contribution.

Computacenter France performed poorly in a dif cult market☂. Revenues

increased marginally on an organic basis, however the business turned a C24m

operating pro t into a loss of £2.7m, A turnaround programme was underway

in H203 and there is also a new panAEuropean management structure in place.

The Austrian business joined France with a ☁disappointlng☂ performance.

Going fowvard we expect to see Computacenter continue to bene t as

clients look to drive down costs by consolidating their legacy infrastructure.

The Group has set itself two goals: to build a strong services business to

complement its product logistics offering and to expand in European

markets. Progress was made on both fronts in 2003, and the managed

services pipeline is said to be ☂encouraging☂.

Computacenter is continuing to expand outside the UK, putting the

onus on managing performance across disparate geographies. The

development of a new paanuropean management structure should help

with this fresh demand and in the short-term should also help to sort out

some of the problems in France. {Heather Brice/Georgina O'Toole)

 



 

ICM Computer Group.

provider of support. business

continuity (BC) and solutions to

UK SMEs. has announced

interim results for the six months

ending December 2003.

Revenue has declined 6% to

£36.3m (continuing ops were

down 7%). operating pro t has

improved by 53% to C2.1m, and

PET has risen 58% to £1.9mt

However the pro t numbers

are not Straightfon/vard as ICM's

H1 03 results included £0.7m

exceptional item ♥ provision to

cover the cost of replacing

counterfeit software, which they

had unwittingly supplied.

Excluding this, operating pro t

and PET were more or less level.

Diluted EPS is 6.1p

(previously 4.0p) and the dividend

per share increased 3% to 12p.

Commenting on the outlook.

Barry Roberts. Chief Executive.

said: ☜The second half of the year

has started with a strong contract

base and good prospects for

further wins in IT Support and

Business Continuity The IT

Solutions business continues to

SYSTEMHOUSE
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ICM CONTINUES TO FOCUS ON PROFITS AND

CONTRACTED REVENUES

ICM Computer Group ☜"10"☝ 9'"
Six months to Slst Dec. H1 04 H1 03 Change

Disaster Recovery 5.7 4.5 27%

IT Support 153 13.6 13%

IT Solutions 153 20.5 A25%

TOTAL 36.3 38.6 ♥6%

      

be monitored to ensure that it will operate pro tably in the current market

conditions".

Comment: We spoke with Barry Roberts, who explained that the

emphasis on deriving pro ts from more ☜predictable contracted revenue"

continues to underpin ICM's performance. 81% of ICM's gross pro t

margins are now derived from long♥term contracted revenues (up from 76%

at the year end), and forward visibility just keeps getting better ♥ committed

revenues in H2 stand at £22.4m. up 38% on this time last year.

But it's not all plain sailing for ICM. Their Solutions business, which

accounted for more than 50% of revenues in H1 03, suffered a 25% decline

to £15i3m. Admittedly, H1 03 was a particularly strong comparative period,

but ICM commented that they continued to face ☁volatility' and 'lack of

predictability'. The group has made further headcount reductions. and

whilst Roberts reports initial signs of stability (and even robust demand in

areas such as storage and IP telephony) he is cautious about the outlook

for solutions.

Elsewhere in the business, good progress is being made. Support

revenues rose 13% to £15.8m (assisted by one month☁s contribution from

lTM Support Services, acquired in December), and BC stormed ahead with

27% growth to £5i7m (all organic).

With an increasing proportion of revenues, and pro ts derived from its

support and BC activities. Roberts has justi cation when he says that the

company is well placed to deliver 'good results'. (Heather Brice)

SYSTEMS UNION REPORTS ☁MOST SATISFACTORY☂

FY03 RESULTS

 

Systems Union, provider of financial management and business

intelligence (BI) software, has announced results for the year to 31st

December 2003. Total turnover is up 5.1% to £78.4m. however existing

operations experienced a 7.1% decline. Both operating pro t and PET are

heading in the right direction, with OP up 035% to £5.1m. and PET up

c42% to £6.1m. Fully diluted EPS has improved from 3.7p to 5.3p. and the

company announced the payment of an inaugural dividend of 1p.

Commenting on the results. Bob Morton (Chairman) said: "With the

improving profitability of the existing Financial Management Division and the

addition of our new Business Intelligence Division. created by the

acquisition of M18. the Group now has a very solid and comprehensive

base on which to grow. We are optimistic about our prospects for the future

and expect the year ahead to

re ect the impact of the enlarged

Group will have in our

marketplace. "

Comment: This is an

excellent set of results from

Systems Union. Admittedly

revenues from the company's

existing Financial Management

division declined 7%. but

underlying profits and margins

have been boosted. Cash flow

[continued on page night]
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also improved. with cash inflow from
- Turnover Em

operating activities up 056% to 27.9m. SyStems un'on

Systems Union reported double-digit FYE131S☁ December 2°03 2002 l Change

growth in its maintenance and professional Licences 240 26.7 402%

services revenues. up 12.5% and 15.8% Maintenance 35] 31] 12.5%

respectively. which combined☁means that Professional services 18.8 16.2 15.8%

the company IS now generating close to
a . . TOTAL 78.4 74.6 i 5.1%

70 A: of its revenues from servtces.

   

The four acquisitions completed during

H2. consolidate Systems Union's presence

overseas and take the company into the growing BI market. CEO Paul

Coleman is right not to be complacent. but with the key financials all

heading in the right direction. Systems Union's future looks good. Investors

will also be pleased to see the

introduction of a maiden dividend.

(Heather Brice)

49% SPRING BUILDS ☁FIRM FOUNDATION☂ FOR 2004
116p

This month Spring revealed a complicated set of

annual results for the year to 31 st Dec, 2008 ♥ ayear

when the company sold off its IT training business and

became completely focused on its core recruitment

operations. Total revenues were up by 23% to

俉360.2m and by 9% on an organic basis. Turnover

from the ongoing business was up by 12% to

£308.9m (Le, excluding the acquisition of Best

International and the disposal of Spring IT Training).

Before operating losses of £1.7m on discontinued

operations. goodwill and amortisation (£1.8m) and

exceptional items (俉5.9m). Spring made an operating

profit of E95K. However after goodwill and

exceptionals. the operating loss was £7.1m compared

       

spring Group Turnover 2m

FYE: 31 st December 2°03 2002 Change

IT Personnel 973 198.8 ♥51.1%

Spring Corporate Accounts 124.4 n/a n/a

Best Contract Services 286 n/a n/a

Best Recruitment 39 n/a n/a

ITP 81 Best (subtotal) 254.2 198.8 27.9%

Triage 28,7 16.2 772%

IT Solutions 8.5 8.4 1.2%

Spring Personnel 56.5 53.1 64%

IT Training 11.8 16.5 ♥28.5%

hy-phen 0.5 0.3 66.7%

TOTAL 360.2 293.3 | 22.5%

    

to 俉10.3m in 2002. With the divested IT training

operations making a loss to the tune of £3.4m. the

operating loss on continuing operations was £3.7m.

At the bottom line. after a non-cash loss on the disposal of the IT

training business of £12.6m (primarily resulting from the ☁recycling☁ of

£10.5m of goodwill). the total pre-tax loss was 俉18.9m (2002: 俉9.1m).

Diluted loss per share was 12,92p (2002: 6.08p). Richard Barfield. CEO.

Commented. ☜We have a firm foundation from which to start 2004. with

record contractor numbers, Our markets are showing tentative signs of

improvement and Spring is well postioned to take advantage should the

current market upturn be sustained".

Comment: Once again, Spring has released a complex set of annual

results that take some digesting. Despite the headline losses, we believe the

upshot is that Spring's underlying business is growing and pro table and that

it is well positioned to strengthen its leading position in the UK IT staff agency

(ITSA) market in 2004. During 2003. the management successfully re♥focused

Spring on its core recruitment business. integrating the Best acquisition and

divesting ofthe loss-making IT training business. As a result. its second half

performance gives the best indication of how the business is doing.

And Spring's performance in the second half of 2003 was encouraging.

even allowing for seasonal trends (Spring☁s second half is typically stronger

than the rst). Comparing H103

with H102. for example. revenues

at Spring Technology Staffing

Solutions (STSS) ♥ the new name

for the Best. Triage and IT solutions

businesses ♥ were 62% higher

overall at £179.9m (26% higher on

an organic basis). Similarly

operating pro ts from continuing

ops (ore-nasty bits) at STSS were

£4.5m in H203. up from just 俉0,2m

in the rst half.

Spring is also taking market

share from its competitors. The

number of IT contractors on its

books increased by 93% between

Jan. 08 and Feb. 04 to 5.515 (an

amazing 62% organic growth).

What is more it achieved this

[continued on page nine]

 



[continued from page eight]

growth against a market that

was declining for at least nine

months in 2003, Today it

believes it has a 940% share of

the UK IT contractor market

based on the number of

contractors on billing.

But at Spring's analyst

brie ng Richard Bar eld went out

of his way to paint a balanced

picture of the company's

performance and remained

prudently cautious on the

outlook, ☜We will not allow the

market to talk us into being too

bullish" he said. confirming that

any 'recovery' in the ITSA market

is in the early stages and is still

restricted to patches of the

SYSTEMHOUSE
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rates are up slightly (by c4%) across the ITSA business, the picture is again

mixed with certain skill-sets in demand and others not. Margins in the

Corporate Accounts (the PSA ♥ preferred supplier agreement ♥ business)

remain under pressure but we were pleased to hear they are at rather than

falling.

However, there are still no signs of a pickup in the permanent

recruitment market. which typically lags behind the contractor market by

6♥9 months (hence the troubles at PSD. which is more exposed to the

permanent market). As a result, it is still too early to say whether the ☁uptick'

in the ITSA market as a whole is sustainable.

Nevertheless. the outlook for Spring in FY04 is very promising with all

areas of the business forecast to show double-digit growth in revenues and

improving pro tability Total revenues for the next year are forecast (by the

company) to be c£420m with operating pro ts running at c6♥8%. We're

pleased to say Spring's fledgling managed services business hy-phen is

also likely to get into run-rate profitability in 2004 with forecast revenues of

cE2m (compared to 俉0.5m in 2003). 2004 could also herald more corporate

activity from Spring. which is on the lookout for further suitable acquisitions

in both its technology and non-technology businesses

  

contractor market. While fee (To/a Sergeant/Georgina O☁Toole)

Marlborough Stirling

' 3☁; TO PROFITABILITY

Finance sector-focused player Marlborough Stirling unveiled its results

for the year to end of December 2003. Revenues weredown 5% to

£114.6m. compared to £121.0m in 2002. Despite the lower turnover.

operating losses from continuing operations were flat at £1.2m. The

company also managed to make a PET of £2.5m, thanks to pro ts from

sales of subsidiaries and increasing valuations of investments. This

compares favourably to the 俉34m loss before tax registered in 2002. EPS

was 0.6p, compared to a 2002 loss per share of 20p.

Chairman and Chief Executive Huw Evans was pleased with progress

and assured in his outlook: "During 2003, we have re-focused the

momentum of Marlborough Stir/ingulmproving levels of new business

activity mean that we are increasingly con dent that our solutions have a key

role to play in the transformation of UK nancial services to a truly

competitive, consumer focused and ef cient market. "

Comment: This all looks a whole lot better than it did a year ago.

Marlborough Stirling deserves credit for not just surviving the dif culties of

2002 but actually emerging as a more robust player with a strengthening

balance sheet and a viable long-term position in the nance sector market.

In essence, the company has managed to diversify from its software and

consultancy base into two key areas that offer good prospects. The rst of

these is business process outsourcing (BPO) in the life/pensions/investments

and mortgage sectors. In 2003, Marlborough Stirling's revenues from

outsourcing grew by 10% to 俉52.0m (or 45% of the total). The agship client

in this area ♥ and the one that really launched the company as a nance sector

outsourcer back in early 2002 ♥ remains Sun Life Financial of Canada, whose

contract has grown to a current value of £150m over 7 years.

The second area showing growth is Marlborough Stirling's Exvveb ponal

service for nancial intermediaries. Revenues here grew by 3% to £16.2m in

 

MARLBOROUGH STIRLING GETS BACK

2003. The company also

announced during the month that

it had signed a 10-year deal in

which Exvveb will support Royal

Liver Assurance's new IFA

business. This £25m contract also

blends in Marlborough Stirting☁s

BPO capability. as the company

will deliver policy, underwriting and

claims administration services to

Royal Liver.

We can't predict entirely plain

sailing ahead for Marlborough

Stirling, not least because

competition in the UK nance sector

market remains intense. In the BPO

area alone, Marlborough Stirling will

continue to come up against no

lesser names than Capita. Unisys

and Liberata, not to mention other

arrivals like EDS, Accenture and

CSC. Nonetheless. there is enough

evidence of nancial stability and

long-term strategic strength in the

company's current position to give

Marlborough Stirling☁s incoming

CEO, Michael O'Leary. plenty of

cause for Optimism. (Phil Cooling)
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PARITY TO FOCUS ON REVENUE GROWTH

IN 2004

Solutions, training and staffing Pa'i☁y GmUP P'C

company, Parity announced full year 1oyearRe::ue1:g:BT new"!

results to Stst Dec. 2003 revealing a m

move back into operating pro t (just) on 3☁☝

continuing operations. Last year☁s D evemelim' ☜Tim 29☜ 2592

operating loss from continuing operations

(before goodwill and exceptionals) of

£1.9m is now a profit of £546K on

revenues down 2% to £174m. At the pre-

tax level. total losses have reduced from
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£24.3m to £18.7m (including a $212.2m

charge relating to the closure of its Dutch

business). Loss per share was 7.7;)

compared with a loss of 12.9p last year.

Results from Parity☁s continuing operations (i.e. excluding the Dutch

subsidiary Parity Solutions BV that was closed in Jun. 03) were as follows:

- Business Solutions reported operating pro ts (pre-exceptionals and

goodwill) of £15m (+29%) on revenues that were down 11% at £23.5m

- Training increased operating profits from £65K to £1.4m on revenues

that were 7% lower at £25.3m

- Resourcing Solutions turned last year's E227K operating loss into a

£1.3m pro t and grew revenues by 7% to 俉107.5m

- The Americas business (which combines solutions, training and

staf ng) recovered from rst half operating losses to breakeven for the year

as a whole on revenues that were 23% lower at £17.6m.

Non«executive Chairman, Bill Cockburn said that UK and mainland

European markets appear to be stabilising. He added that the company☁s sales

pipeline is ☜stronger than it has been at any time over the past three years".

Comment: Parity has cut overhead costs by over 35% in the past three

years, enabling it to move into operating pro tability on continuing operations

despite continued declines in revenue. It can't continue with this particular trick

♥ something CEO Ian Miller freely admitted at the company's analyst brie ng.

Miller and his team are conscious that now the only way to deliver more pro ts

is to grow revenues. As a result. the focus for 2004 is revenue growth with

continued careful cash and cost management. No one is saying this will be

easy. but the good news is that Parity is new highly operationally geared and

any increases in revenue will fall straight through to the bottom line.

In this context, we were pleased to see Parity announce several contract

wins and new preferred supplier agreements. These included contract

extensions with British American Tobacco (£1.4m/2yr applications

management deal) and H803 (an 18♥month e-learning contract) as well as

preferred staffing supplier status at the DWP, Marks and Spencer, BT

Group, BT Syntegra and T-Systems. Of course Parity is just one of several

preferred suppliers and these agreements don't guarantee that any revenue

will follow. But they do give Parity good reason to feel 'more secure' going

into 2004, particularly given theBT Group's recent success in the NHS'

c26bn IT procurement.

If it is to grow revenues (and therefore pro ts) Parity will have to continue

the work it has started: to get its business units working more closely

42
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together and increasingly cross♥

selling services: to increase the

proportion of longer-term

managed services contracts and

to increase collaboration between

the regions.

In fact. Parity's US operations

are a key differentiator for it at the

moment because most of its UK

rivals have retrenched from the

North American market over the

last few years. Although Parity

might not be able to compete

with the US giants outright, its

position in the US market enables

it to offer a ☁global' service to its

multi-national clients.

The UK's leading ITSA.

Spring, which does not have a

North American presence at

present, also said this month that

its customers are demanding a

global solution. Spring's CEO

Richard Bai eld told us he thinks

the potential in the US is 'very

signi cant☂ and that not to have a

position in the market would put

Spring at a disadvantage. As a

result, he is considering an

acquisition in the US. ln other

words, Parity needs to capitalise

on this advantage while it can and

be prepared for increasing

competition from larger UK rivals.

(Tole Sergeant/Kate Hanaghan)
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HARVEY
NASH

Harvey Nash has released

results for the year to 31st January

2004. The headlines Include:

' Turnover was down by 16.5%

to £130.9m. Organically tumover

declined by 17.2%. However

turnover increased by 3.5% in the

second half of the year compared to

the rst half.

- All divisions returned to

pro tability at the operating level

(before goodwill amortisation).

Operating pro t before goodwill

amortisation of £2.1m (2002: £2.0m)

and exceptional items of £3.5m

(2003: 俉5.6m) was up 70% to £2.0m.

- At the bottom line. the pre-tax

loss was £45m compared to a loss

of 27.5m in 2003. Diluted loss per

share was 8.75p compared to

14.91 p a year eanier.

- The restructuring that took

place across Europe and Asia-

Paci c has reduced the xed cost

infrastructure and meant that Europe

remained pro table (before goodwill

amortisation), while losses were

eliminated in Asia-Paci c alter the

Hong Kong business was sold and

the Sydney of ce closed. Europe

remains a ☁challenging☁ market.

0 Turnover in the UK was down

1 7.6% to 970.1 m while US revenues

fell 5.7%. The good news is that

Harvey Nash sees the recovery in

these markets continuing. In addition

the UK achieved an operating pro t

before goodwill amortisation of

£1.1m compared to a loss of £344K

in 2008.

David Higgins. Chief Executive,

commented: ☜The investment In the

Harvey Nash brand and our unique

portfolio of services has created a

positive momentum in the business

and we are now well positioned for

future growth".

Comment: Harvey Nash has

fared better than some of its ITSA

rivals because of the diversity of the
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HARVEY NASH POINTS TO ☁RECOVERY☂ IN UK

MARKET

services it offers and the geographies it covers. Its business mix is currently 90%

Resourcing Services (which includes contractor recruitment, permanent le

search. offshore development & project and resource management) and 10%

Consulting Services (which comprises International Executive Search & Selection.

Interim Management and HR Consulting Services). This mix enables it to use

cash generated by the Consulting business to provide working capital for the

Resourcing business. which tends to consume cash as contractor numbers pick

up. We were pleased to see that as a result, it has been able to reduce its net

debt to just £4.8m from 俉5.6m on 81st January 2003 (and 俉21.5m the year

before).

Harvey Nash Group plc
to year Revenue and PET Record

Relative to 1995

in120
DRevenualEm) I PET mm
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As far as geographies are concerned. HaNey Nash reports demand is

increasing in the US and UK but remains weak in Europe. The US. where Harvey

Nash made several acquisitions during the year. looks to hold the most promise

for it at the moment. According to David Higgins. CEO. a 15% increase in business

investment in the US in Q4 stimulated spending on IT. leading to 47% organic

growth in the number of IT contractors on placement.

The Resourcing Services Division also appears to have done well in the UK

having realigned its different services under one management team and brand.

Harvey Nash IT. In contrast to many of its peers in the UK market. Harvey Nash

even managed to grow revenues at its permanent recruitment division (by 11%)

suggesting it is taking market share. The number of temporary IT contractors

working at client sites in the UK has also increased (up 5% by the year-end). But

♥ and it's a big BUT ♥ as far as Harvey Nash is concerned. the key factor in

winning new business from large users of IT contractors is still price.

FD Albert Ellis con rmed margins remain under pressure in the UK. What is

mom. he is not anticipating any real improvement in margins over the next 12

months. It is only by reducing the cost of sale that Harvey Nash has managed to

keep gross margins at 20% (2003: 21%) despite a 19% drop in UK Resourcing

revenues to £59,2m. Pricing and margin pressure are also rampant in Europe.

where the number of IT contractors on placement fell by 7% during 2003. but

turnover from Resourcing fell by 15% to £51.5m.

(To/a Saryearit/Georgina O'Toole)
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investment

portfolio analytics solutions,

Statpro, released its results for

the year to end of December

2003. Revenues were upby 17%

to £8.4m. Operating profits were

£0.33m, compared to a 俉1.9m

loss in 2002. PET was £146K.

compared to a £2.4m |03s in

2002. EPS was 06;) (loss per

share of 7,8p in 2002).

Provider of

Tikit Group, provider of

consultancy, services and software

to UK law rms has announced its

results for the year to 31st

December 2003.

Revenues are up 16% to £9.5m,

operating profits more than

doubled to B654K with pro ts at

the pre-tax level improving similarly

to £713K. Diluted EPS is up from

1.3p last year to 2.9p.

Comment: By continuing to

focus on the larger law rms (over

the year, Tikit has worked with nine

of the top ten players). the

company has carved out a nice

niche for itself. Growth has come

from its Consultancy and Services

businesses, which between them

have racked up a 25% increase in

sales on last year to 俉5.7m.

The challenge for the coming

RéD
retail decisions

Retail Decisions, a SUpplier of

payment card fraud prevention

systems and transaction

processing services has

announced its results for the year

to 31st Dec. 2003. Turnover from

 

STATPRO REAPS REWARDS OF NICHE FOCUS

Comment: AIM-listed Statpro is managing to grow thanks to a well-

de ned focus ♥ in its case on analytics for the asset management industry

The fruits of its cost cutting programme can also be seen. This is the rst

time the company has reported a full-year profit before tax and it's now

been cash ow positive for 18 months. All in all, this is one small company

that looks well placed to continue to grow in its chosen niche, not just in the

UK but also in the other dozen or so countries where it sells. Indeed. we

wouldn☁t be surprised to see Statpro pick up the odd small acquisition,

following its purchase of 51% of RiskMap Srl (Italy) last October. Or maybe

the company could itself be a target for a larger player looking to boost its

asset management solution capability? (Phil Cooling)

TIKIT CONTINUES PROFITABILITY MARCH

leit

10 year Revenue and PET Record

Relative to1994
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year is to grow existing business ♥ somethingthe company is very con dent

it will be able to do. Indeed, it has its sights set further a eld on Europe. And.

there's evidence it is starting to replicate its winning streak on the mainland

with contracts with two of Spain's top three law rms already under its belt.

More than 90% of sales through its Services business is recurring revenue

from support contracts. At £2.57m, that represents a healthy 27% of total

revenues With the promise of strong organic growth for the current year as

well as a desire to acquire or partner. Tikit☁s prospects look good in the short

and longer term, (Kate Hanaghan)

RETAIL DECISIONS ANNOUNCES MAIDEN PBT

FOR 2008

continuing operations is up 9% to £30.2m, The company moved from

operating losses of $8.8m lo pro ts of £3.4m and made its first ever pro t

before tax moving from losses of £9.4m to pro ts just shy of (38m. A loss per

share of 3.64p has become an EPS of 0.50p.

Chairman. Nigel Whittaker said: This year has been one of reorganisation and

consolidation at ReD, a year during which we completed the integration of the

[continued on page thirteen]



  

[continued from page twelve]

businesses we had acquired in the preceding two
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Retail Decisions

FIVE year Revenue and PET Record

years. With respect to the current year, trading

has begun well and is in line with management's

expectations. "
n Revunuc m I FBT Em
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Comment: Despite improvements in "9 24

operating ef ciencies, the real driving force ♥-

behind FlD☁s increase in turnover is a 21%

increase in sales at its Australian business. In

part. this improvement was down to higher fuel

prices in Australia as a result of the war in Iraq. Veaum ng sisimc. -94Mel- nui pant. um i. . Wm: up".

Going forward into 2004, the company

expects its flagship fraud prevention service.

ebitGuard. to turn in increasing sales. In 2003, it

saw a 168% increase in transactions processed by the service, which bodes

well. We do hope that this will bring some stability to the Group's revenues

and maintain its newfound pro tability.

was mm

m: CHELFORD GROUP BA'ITLES ON
vvvvvvvv

CIIELFORD

Chelford Group, provider of IT supply chain software and

services, has announced results for the year to 81st December

2003. Total turnover increased by 35% to £9.9m. However. this

included a full year's contribution from the SAP business

(Cleves Solutions) acquired in December 2002. Results for the

SAP business and the continuing SSI business were as follows:

☁ The SSI division (supply chain software) saw revenues

increase 6% to [17.6m. It also managed to turn in an operating

profit of £556K (2002: 俉13K) before reorganisation costs of

29K (2002: E113K).

- The SAP division (value-added reseller of SAP software) reported revenues

of l22.3m. However, it made a loss for the year (before reorganisation costs) or

E73K. The second half of the year was in contrast to the rst and saw the

business turn in a ore♥goodwill amortisationpro t.

The Group as a whole made an operating loss of £442K after goodwill

amortisation of E725K and a pre-tax loss of £373K (2002: $1,025K), Diluted

loss per share was 0.03p (2002: 0.16p).

William Birkett, Chairman, commented, "In 2004 we expect markets to

continue to be demanding, although decision cycles are shortening and

con dence is improving. There are good opportunities within our customer base

and the Group is strongly positioned to win new business in target markets

Comment: Our opinion on 'British battler' Chelford hasn't changed much

  

 

Pixology M

SAP Dwis'm
23%

mm min 2503

Shares in the company were

down 16% to 13.5p at the end of
the month

(Kate Hanaghan)

cheiiord Gm☜ ☁ 2"☝ T☜'☜°"e" by DivisionTotal = £9.9m

since we last wrote about mam. Its
main Issue remains seale If n is to

succeed in fending off competition
in the mid»market it Wm need to
grow fast. However, giVen its Size
and access to funds, acquisition

opportunities will be ☜mired

Organically. Chelford's future rests

on its ability to capitalise on its

position as a provider of SAP

solutions and sen/ices to the mid

market. (Georgina O'Toole}

PIXOLOGY SNAPS GROWTH ON DIGITAL CAMERA

Guildforrl♥based digital

imaging software company

Pixology saw revenues jump 63%

to 532.53m in its maiden results

since listing on AIM in Dec. 03.

Operating losses widened a tad to 俉1.92m but pie-tax losses held basically

steady at the same level. Loss per share improved from (~)17p to (♥)12.7p.

Pixology CEO Yuval Yashiv looks ion/yard to an ☜exciting year☝ in 2004,

Comment: Pixology rst came to our notice back in Oct. 01 when they

scored a deal with Microsoft and UK photographic retailer Jessops to supply

[continued on pagn fourteen]
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[continued imm page thirteen]

software that will allow consumers (i.e.

you and me) to print our digital piccies

over the internet. Since then they have

signed up other notables in the digital

 

2.71

Pixology

8 year Revenue & PBT Record
relative to 1996

  

imaging world such as Canon and Epson. 2 53

Pixology is backed by 3i (now ☁08 ☁25 ,3, ☁09 I55

majority shareholder) and Young ☜5

Associates, who had invested a total of ♥l_J♥L

85m in November 2000 (Lord Young is 4)☝ 4☁2 424 4720

now chairman of Pixology). They raised a u Mama☜) I PM W

further 俉3.75m in second-round funding ☜a 4.9] gm

in 2002 from the same VCs. Pixilogy '232
I996 I997 1996 I999 2000 20m 2002 2003

went on to list on AIM in Dec. 03 at

140p. raising another 28m in a placing

that valued the company at around

£28m. Now there☁s a vote of confidence for you!

While it's obvious that Pixology are pitching themselves against the giants

of the photographic industry like Kodak and Fuji, they seem to be able play

David against those Goliaths. Undoubtedly digital imaging is an explosive

market so there☁s got to be room for the Pixologys of this world. But how long

might it be before one of the Goliaths decides that it's time for lunch?

Year ending 30th June till 1999. then CIIsI Dec. lmrn 2mm

Pixology was founded in 1987

and is still headed by Israeli

hardware engineer Yuval Yashiv.

They have yet to make a pro t.

Pixology's share price ended the

month at 181p. (Anthony Mil/er)

NETBENEFIT SWINGS INTO PROFITS
@NETBENEFIT

Domain name and hosting Services provider NetBenefit has announced

its results for the six months to 31 st December 2003 with turnover up 26%

to £3.5m and a return to pro t at the operating level of £88K, Last year's

LBT of EBOSK is now a pro t of EtOSK, Diluted EPS is 0.6p compared to a

loss of 1.9p in the comparable period last year.

FD, Paul Owens, has left the company and Raj Nagevadia is currently

lling in. Owens☁ position on the board has not been replaced at present.

CEO, Geoff Wicks said: ☜The Company's improved financla/posit/on and

potential for cash genarat/on will allow it to invest ata faster rate for organic

growth or to look for acquisitions that wlll complement the business. ☝

comment; With rel/ewes and pro ts coming in ☁ahead of expectations☁.

NetBene t can feel pleased With lhis rst half performance. Much of the

improvement in sales is down to its Platinum product, which manages

portfolios of domain names. it saw

contracted annualised revenues

double to 22m, with most of these

sales coming through new

customers. For the current nancial

year, growth looks set to continue,

With general ☜signs of

improvement' in the domain name

market coupled with a strategic

focus on higher value managed

services. NetBene t has a good

chance of maintaining its

pro tability. {Kate Hanaghan)

STAFFWARE REAPS BPM DIVIDEND

Staffware has announced its

preliminary results for 2008.

Revenues were up9% to £427

million, due to a 41% increase in

support fees (to $112.8 million). New

licence sales were almost at at

£218 million. PBT was up 35% to

r23.5 million and pro t after tax up

38% to 22.2 million.

Comment: A pretty good year for Staffware. The current renewed emphasis

on Business Process Management, cross-functional process improvement and

the like. in industries like nance. has clearly helped its case. Average order size

is up 10% to over £100,000. However the lack of growth in new licences is a

little troubling. Admittedly adverse currency shifts will not have helped ♥ 14% of

sales are to the Americas. Deferred revenue is up 19%, which bodes well for

2004. We believe that the popularity of BPM in the market will continue for some

time to come, so we expect Staffware to continue to show solid results in 2004.

But we☁ll be watching carefully for growth in new licence sales. (Philip Came/lay)
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...and bemoans barren NHS partnership with IBM

Atos Origin has con rmed its preliminary results for 2003 previewed in

January. reporting at (well, 03% down actually) revenues of euro 3,035m for

the year ended 31 st Dec. 03. At constant exchange rates revenues increased

by 1.8%. These results include a full year☁s contribution from the UK & Dutch

bits of KPMG Consulting, but nothing of course from ☁Sema' (acquisition

completed at the end of Jan 04). Operating pro ts were euro 248m. bringing

margins down from 8.7% to 8.2%. Atos Origin recorded a net loss of euro

169m, including a euro 225m goodwill write-down for the KPMGC operations

in the UK. Net debt fell to euro 266m. 'signl cantly lower than our original target☂.

Within the lines of service, all the revenue increase due to the acquired bits

of KPMG-C was wiped out by the fall in consulting Sr SI business overall. Atos

Origin reported ☁conlinuing pressure on prices☂ for C&Sl, but this eased in H2.

Managed Operations were ☂broadly unchanged'. and volume declines have

leveled off and are now improving slight/y'.

Atos Origin also con rmed that the bits of Sema they acquired turned over

euro 2.37bn in 2003, at an operating margin of 3.1%. Audited results will be

complete in the next few weeks. The integration process will be accelerated and

the company expects total operating margins of the combined operation ☁to

exceed 7%☂ in 2004 compared to 6% pro format in 2003. This will be against

☁stable☁ revenues.

Comment: As Atos Origin had presaged these results earlier in the year there

are no real surprises. Their top-line results are about par for the European IT

services market, which we estimate fell by about 1 % in 2003. However, if, as they

expect, they do not grow in 2004, then they will lose share as we are forecasting

some 3% market growth this year. The fact they have had to take a euro 225m

hit on the UK operations of KPMG-C shows what a parlous state the local

consulting 8. SI market is in ♥ and no surprises there. of course. But it☁s Managed

Operations (i.e. outsourcing and managed services) that is the key. and their

performance is well below par Indeed we are expecting the European

outsourcing market to grow by nearly 10% in 2004. So this is going to be a

watershed year for this new powerhouse in the European IT services market ♥ a

year where they are really going to have to ll their game.

Meanwhile, Atos Origin CEO Bernard Bourigeaud expressed his

disappointment on the consortium Atos had formed with IBM to bid for a share

of the NHS IT pie. ☜Well, when you form an alliance with IBM, the world's largest

IT company, you canexpect you are going to win something". Instead Atos

incurred $34m in costs related to bidding and came away empty handed

DIRECTION

 

Last month we met with EMEA Partners at the ☁new☁ Deloitte to learn

more about which 'strategic direction' the $6bn Consulting business is

taking after the planned separation from its tax and audit parent company

was aborted last year.

At its European Analyst Summit in London, Deloitte went out of its way to

show that the former Deloitte Consulting business has now been fully

integrated with the rm's other consulting business and is working more closely
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ATOS ORIGIN CONFIRMS 'FLAT☁ FULL YEAR

Like many of his peers,

Bourigeaud believes the reasons

for this failure are twofold. First,

pricing was extremely aggressive.

"There

bouncing in the pricing", said

Bourigeaud. In addition, he claimed

that the terms and conditions of the

contracts were so onerous that

Atos preferred to withdraw.

Bourigeaud gave examples of

having to build cumulative negative

cashllows or to accept claw-back

clauses whereby the company's

liability could be heavily drawn on.

Xavier Flinois who is responsible for

Atos☁ operations in the UK.

Americas and Asia~Paci c regions

(and that's not all!) con rmed the

NHS contracting conditions were

☁steep☁.

Nonetheless, Atos Origin did

get some NHS business as a

result of its acquisition of Sema.

which won the cEG4m/ ve-year

e♥booking contract. Meanwhile,

Atos Origin is now actively

pursuing subcontracting

opportunities within the main

contracts. Indeed. Bourigeaud

believes there will be a lack of

quali ed resources to serve the

large UK healthcare contracts.

We think he may be right ♥ and

could be in a strong position to

lend a hand, but on his own

terms!

(Anthony Miller/Francois Daurial)

was a tremendous

THE NEW DELOITTTE: FINDING STRATEGIC

with its tax and audit teams. A host

of partners from around the world

spelt out the new Group's strategy

for winning market share and

played down the disadvantage the

Consulting business faces thanks

to the Sarbanes☁Oxtey Act.

[continued on page sixteen]
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[continued lrorn page fifteen]

The Outsourcing balancing act

The message Deloitte is trying to get out is a

challenging one. It's trying to strike a delicate balance

between Consultant on the one hand and Outsourcer on

the other. But it is not seeking a middle ground. Rather.

it is positioning itself as a 0x0 advisor who recognises

that outsourcing has an important place in the ☁armoury

of solutions☁ and who wants to make it available to

clients when. and only when, it is appropriate.

Relative to the IBMs and Accentures of this world,

Deloitte is positioning itself as a trusted advisor with a

degree of independence ♥ it won't turn up on your

doorstep offering business-led consulting just because it

can smell an outsourcing opportunity. It is betting on the

fact that in the long run Accenture et al will be known

only as outsourcers not consultants.

At the same time. to differentiate itself from other high-end consultants

like McKinsey. Deloitte is stressing its ability to execute on the advice it

gives...which means that outsourcing is key to its position going forward.

But Deloitte rightly recognises that outsourcing. which accounted for

just 4% (cSBSm) of EMEA revenues in FY03. is not its forte, Although it plans

to build on its outsourcing capacity in some areas (mainly AMO). it hopes to

fill the large gaps (notably ITO and most BPO) with the help of one or more

alliance partners.

Ultimately its success will depend on who these partners are; how well

it manages to cement the alliance relationship/s and. most importantly.

whether it can convince clients that its relative independence really does

differentiate it from the likes of IBM and Accenture who offer a true one♥

stop-shop for design. build & run solutions.

To our minds. Deloitte's real strength in consulting is its ability to offer a

solution that also draws on its skills in tax and even audit. Deloitte claims.

for example. that all of its current ERP projects involve tax. regulatow and

risk-management skills as well as IT expertise. Regardless of its position on

outsourcing, Deloitte should make more of this key asset.

Playing down Sarbanes-Oxley

Although Sarbanes-Oxley restricts the Consulting business from

working with most of the Group's audit clients. Deloitte claims it can still

target at least 80% of the market. It is also true that in its mature markets

(which include the US and UK), audit only brings in 20-25% of Deloitte's

revenue. Nevertheless. there will be occasions when the consulting practice

will nd the fact that it can☁t work with Deloitte audit clients very frustrating.

We understand. for example. that the consulting business was one of

CSC's partners for the cEan National Programme for IT in the NHS. but it

Consumer

Buslness

1 3%

ioaicacemce
OF POSITIVE MESSAGES

LogicaCMG has reported results at the top end of market expectations for

its rst full year as a merged company. For the company as a whole. turnover

was down 64% (down 9.8% at constant currency) compared to 2002 at

£1,706.6m (all numbers have been restated in light of FSA accounting

standard changes). The operating pro t before goodwill amortisation and

impairment fell by a similar % to C1 1 1.2m resulting in a stable operating margin

Energy

  

    

   

  

 

Deloitte - EMEA Consulting 8( Advisory Revenue

by Industry FY03 (Total: $2.|1brl)

Financial

Services

18%

Healthcare

7%

Manulaclunng

18%

Public Seclar

19%

was forced to pull out of the

alliance when the Braxton spin-off

didn't happen because 080 is

also a Deloitte audit client.

UK Consulting business 'flat'

Deloitte also provided some

more clarity on its FY03 numbers. In

the year to end May '03. Consulting

and Advisory ♥ which includes

Strategy & Operations, Finance.

Technology. Enterprise Apps.

Human Capital, Risk Management

and Outsourcing < brought in 41%

of the integrated business' global

revenue. or $6.1bn.

Within EMEA. the UK is by far

the biggest market for its

Consulting & Advisory practice

with revenues of $815m in FY03

(basically flat year on year). FY04

consulting revenues are also

expected to be at ♥ aquiet few

months at the beginning of year

have been followed by strong

performances from the public

sector. TMT and financial

services. (lo/a Sargeant)

LOGICACMG IN FY03: A MIXED BAG BUT PLENTY

of 6.5%. At the bottom line the pre

tax loss was £33.0m (including

restructuring costs of £108.7m)

compared to £733.9m (including

£444.6m of goodwill impairment) in

2002. Loss per share was 6.3p

[continued on page seventeen]
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LogicaCMG plc
However, as is always the case with FYEIJIstDecember m:

LogicaCMG. the performance 'below the Untied Kingdom 550.7
I . . . Benelux 3852

surface Is what really counts...rarely didLogica Gummy ☜53

alone manage to ' re on all cylinders' and 2003 France 105.5
. . Host oi Europe 44 2

was no exception for the combined company. RDS☁D☁WW ☜6.5

Most noticeable is the disparate performance ITSERWCES M281
. WIRELESS NETWORKS 278,5

across the geographies: mm mm
  

  

   ☜821]

 

☁ Turnover in the UK ♥ 40% of the business ♥

was down by 1.6% to £660.7m for the year as a whole, Butthings were

looking brighter in the second half of 2003 with turnover up 5.6%

sequentially Operating margins also improved a as the business continued

to bene t from the effects of the merger (up from 10.1% to 10.9%).

- The second largest geography ♥ Benelux ♥ also saw an improvement in

H2 with demand in the Netherlands stabilising. Turnover year-on♥year was

down 7.5% to £385.2m. But H2-0n-H1 the decline was less steep at 29%.

a Across the other geographies. it's a similar story with market conditions

generally looking up. However. it's Germany that needs the most therapy...

and that's what it's getting. Turnover declined by 12.7% year»on-year. with a

worse performance in H2. The remedy? A new CEO and FD are in place. the

sales capability is being strengthened. and the integration of previous

acquisitions is high on the agenda. But they☁re still struggling with tough market

conditions ♥ and the nancial sen/ices marketplace is particularly problematic.

Looking at the UK in

more detail. the public

sector continues to be the

shining star ♥ so that it now

accounts for 42% of the

LngicaCMG

Relative to 1998

 

s yurpmlurma revenue and PET Renard (unaudited gures)

- They are moving towards

their aim of 30% o revenues

attributable to outsourcing ♥ 20%

of revenues were from outsourcing

in 2003 and 28% of orders were

for long-term

contracts. More importantly Read

claims that margins are not

suffering as a result. as the

company is focused on high value

outsourcing (i.e. where vertical

expertise is required) as opposed

to homogenous infrastructure

 

outsourcing

outsourcing.

- The company

also plans to retum to

growth in 2004. In

terms of pro tability IT

services margins

 

UK business. It grew ,9☜ m. ☁3☂☜ .5☝ us☝ 2"☝ m☝ '32☜ "M were showing signs
17.8% on the year and of improvement in H2

aftersuccessatUCLHand 4☝ (up from 6.3% to

on the NHS National Care 8.1%) and the

Records protect (with BT); naevenuwmupamm) ☜a Wireless Networks

progress certainly wasn☂t mm business aiso

slowing in the second half. 3::::::$:m;$z:::m:::M§g returned to

In our opinion there's

plenty more opportunity in

this vertical going forward

The financial services

marketplace is also worthy of mention. A 35.4% year-on-year decline looks

pretty dire, However. the company claims things are looking up. With a focus

on its regulatory reporting and risk management offering. the sector returned

to pro tability in the second half and the pipeline and prospect base

strengthened. We're de nitely seeing more interest for software and IT services

in this sector However. much of the demand in 2003 was for bulk

infrastructure outsourcing. whereas LogicaCMG is focusing more on higher

value outsourcing, e.g. application outsourcing or business process

outsourcing. As a result, it is likely to bene t from the 'next wave' of demand

in nancial services i.e. once the clients and potential clients have nished

rationalising their infrastructure. Other verticals in the UK saw small declines

year-on♥year but all are seeing ☁signs of improvement. Across the company.

CE. Martin Read and his team have got some pretty positive tales to tell:

- The postmerger restructuring and integration is almost complete and

has been achieved within the estimated costs.

use I995 2min 2am

v-mine II 11 ux:

.73: a

2m:
profitability in the

second half of the

year. All this means

that Group margins

are expected to reach 15% in the

last quarter of 2004.

Now the integration is almost

complete. management attention

can be focused on making the

most of LogicaCMG's strengths in

its key markets. LogicaCMG has

a lot going for it. but doesn't

always manage to turn its 'assets'

into strong performance. With

demand patchy in all geographies

and verticals. matching

capabilities to market demand

across the board will be crucial in

the year ahead. (Georgina O'Toole)
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AXON 2003 RESULTS COMMENTARY

 

CID

Business transformation

consultancy, Axon has released

its results for the year to 31st

Dec. 03. The headlines are as

follows:

- Turnover is up 16.5% to

£50.2m

- Operating profit is up 70%

to £3.8m

0 PET is up 62% to 84m

0 Gross margin has reduced

from 29.8% to 27.5%

0 Diluted EPS has increased

from 2.7p to 46p

Mark Hunter, Chairman and

CEO said: "We have delivered

growth in what is an otherwise

flat market, and we are

confident that we can

consolidate the progress made

in 2003 and deliver a good

performance for 2004.☝

10 years of Axon

Axon were born back in

1994 as a SAP consultancy ♥

nothing special about that as

there were many others making

a very good living on SAP's

coat-tails. Indeed, it still seems

to be the main industw driver

for IT SMEs in Germany. But

Axon soon developed outside of

SAP ♥ offering consultancy and

development around other ERP

and CRM platforms. Then it

really came into its own with the

advent of e-business and B2B

in the late 1990s.

I met Mark Hunter getting on

for a decade ago too. I'm sure

he was still in short trousers

then! What I do remember is his

incredible energy. He was never

happier than when trying to

draw diagrams to explain his

business to me, on all four of

the Whiteboards in his office at

the same time! i also remember

the room full of toys by

reception where staff (and maybe customers too!) could 'de-stress☁.

Axon was a LSE main market IPO in March 99 at 175p which valued

them at £85.4m. The float was on the back of calendar 1998 results

when Axon had revenues of E20.0m and PET of £1.8m.

The Axon ☁bubble☂

If you want an illustration of the ☁bubble' look no further than Axon.

By March 2000, Axon shares had hit 2287p valuing them at, wait for it,

91.1 BILLION. Since then the steepness of the slide was something you

only normally see at the funfair. At 146p they are STILL at a discount to

the 1999 IPO. Axon are still on a P/E of 31.7 and a PSFt of 1.51.

When Axon lPOed. our S/ITS index was 5139, Having hit 16000 in

March 2000 and a low of 2364 in March 2003, our Index has more than

doubled In the last year and is now back to that Apr 99 level. Many

would say, with hindsight. that BOTH S/ITS stocks in general AND Axon

in particular were too highly valued in Apr 1999, {Richard Ho/way)

Comment: Axon has had a good 10th anniversary year, with

turnover up 16.5% and PET up 62% despite slightly lower margins.

good news after 2002 was essentially flat from 2001. The UK accounts

for about three-quarters of revenue and almost all growth came from

the UK business. By sticking to its knitting and executing effectively,

Axon has survived as an independent SAP specialist while others have

fallen by the wayside. The 'Business Transformation' tag has helped to

set it apart from other SAP implementers. Its competition now mainly

comes from the ☁big four', but also increasingly from India (primarily

Wipro).

The fact that SAP itself is forecasting 10% revenue growth must give

some encouragement to Axon, but at the same time SAP itself is

looking to increase its services revenues. Axon expects future growth

from the applications management part of its business (currently 28% of

business). Consequently it is killing two birds with one stone by

bolstering its own off-shore capability. It currently has an operation in

Dubai (helping to support clients in the Middle East as well as in Europe)

and it has signed a heads-of♥terms agreement to acquire a south-east

Asian operation (for 91m) to bolster its off-shore resources ♥ again both

for local work in Asia-Pacific and to help compete in western markets.

Details are promised during April. As its margins have been falling ♥

though they are quite respectable ♥ it needs to ensure they do not fall

further in the future.

Axon is expecting further growth but ♥ as previously ♥ from taking

market share rather than growing markets. It is trying to reduce its

dependency on a small number of large contracts ♥ last year 73% of

revenue came from just five clients. It says that at present European

demand is ☜limited. but will return☁ (Europe is 13% of turnover) and that

UK growth will flatten. It sees a lot of potential in the Middle East (it is

working in Saudi Arabia and Qatar). It also sees potential in the retail

sector ~ not one traditionally strong for SAP (or its partners) but getting

more attractive. Its main challenge going forward will be to maintain its

defensive position against all♥comers e including SAP itself. {Philip

Carnal/6y)
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lhe polennal io increases Corpoia-s exposure in lhe public secior -
Exago☁s sunware is iargeied al me govemnreni markeL panicuiarly
Regional Developmenl Agencies. deiencc and healmeare.
Proxlcom was sold to an al lial ol Gems Technology Gmup. a

privale inveslrnenl rm locused on invesrrrienls in lhe lechnology
and Ielecommunicabons senors. (or an undisclosed sum.
No censrderaiicn was given. bulwe reckan rimusihave been small
change In! HP as FH is exempl lmm llng acmunls wllh Companies

House. The two organisalions have beenworking Ingemer an lhe

Iainl developmem a! a Iicenm managemenl servlcn. which ☁Wlll

enable enterprises la e ecnvely manllvrand manage their ITasseIs
and In ensure compliance Wllh all necessary regulanon and laws☜.

Trend pmvides neiworrr support services Io lhe UK communicaliens
markel. hum direci ire Hens cc; and via mud Dames li.e. ceeev.
Compaq,cscl Trend nad revenues olEISJm and EBlT ol£2£rn in
lhe yeario end Der: oa. sn lhe deal was aia pen >1 . Thls is
'expensive" Inra suppon services operalion. on ihe olner hand iew
such organisalions have EEIT prom margins ol15°r☂a.So on a PE
basis il loolG cheap! This acquisllion is lusl anniher sieo on ihe road
lo Phoenix doing ils IPO. giving il lhe scale u needs. We expecl lhe
IPOIo happen in 03 2004.

Des sold ils Belgian IT consulling arrn lo ihe Incai managemenl. in
an ello la reduce lhe level olils borrowings, and locus on Core

operahons

RM paid an iniiial oonsidorah☁on oi :4 am cash wiih a deierred
consideralion ol up io ELBm payable overrwo years in loan holes.
Senlinel Iumed over 2i 39m in Fvoa bui il made a PET oi £0.45ni.
suggesiing a PIE raho oicls (roughly inline wilh lhe average PE ior
lhe UK SIITS secior in 2003). Anoiher pile-sized anqulslllun Ior RM
Ihal will add io ils IPH. broaden ils produci range and give il access
Io Senlinel's indirecl sales channel ♥ seniinel beasis a well
developed nerwoilr oi dealers and value-added resellers Ior ils
Hangar pmduci. which is used by ci 000 schools.
Memnrs CEO. Gerald Panel will join iho Sumna bonrd when ihe
deal gees mlough. The deal makes sense In! bolfl pames - Mamnl

was siruggling io rnalre a main as an independeni. and Serena has
ils eye on lhe cusibrner base. We expecl Io see serene undenake
some senous preducl consulrdallon iolIowing me move.

This deals ioIIows on llcrrn TSG's acguisilions eIJoynsen (in Nov).
and CPA (Jan), TSG was seI up by Gmham Wylie. co-loiinder 0!
Sage. The business now employs loo sleii.

Market
Cap.

E7B2m

$0.0m
£35.0m
36.3

Issue
Price

i75p
40p
1 25p
60p

IPO Date Price and Premium]
Mar. 04 Discount

188p 7%
62p 55%
i26p 0%
GOP a,

Dl-lvEr-OA

02-NhPD4

II~|Vhlr 4

Sthi-Dd

3: Issue Price Est Mkt Cap. IPO Date

n/a n/a TBC
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Nola: Highlighted Names indiczie results announced (hls monlh.
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Quoted Companies - Results SerVIce Note: Highlighted Names lndlcale resulls announced this monm.
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Nonngala [Mum-non Solmlons pic Spun: qu lc Workman mmms Inmmuoml PLC
manna... mm.» ☜mm... mm... we...» mp☜; pm..pr Cam...☝ nun-«5.992 5mm... m... 5...... Camp...☜

nav rusatmo usst 5055...... mm nsv .27.: 36M :29. ammo mama. .25 m. as. (3575000 ruz ooa mama .50..
PST rzum7mo [25.091100 {Ammo v9! 7' PBl {9.52900 {5540000 13.946000 Less pom PB! QQQDW (3555.000 E14700!) Loss bum
m 3999 m, n o. m. m .50.... .59... .m, Lanna". 5.25 45:: m. we Lanna".

NSB Remils slems lc Slallwam II: Xamaplcmeucoz we...) own... n... we: MM☜; aw...☜ ☜Emu.☝ mm...) Home☜... Com☜...
m msgm mmm 423-. REV ammo (12.759000 .m as. {2325117900 mm...» mmmo w.
Par .msm czevss Lassbom vet rzsoaooo ransom Jae» Paw -Euo.moooo .tsmocma .cnsmmo Lussxxun
EPS Jamie Juan Lussbaln EPS ☜on N 559 0☁2". EFS .slmu 67093 .5 20 Loss boll:

OneclickHH [c SlalPro qu Ic xKo Sump plc
pm. on; awn☜: Comm... mum. mm...☝ Comm. Mm...sz mm☜. humming. Comm...

Rev ☜55900 mm. .2 y. nsv E7229 mm mm...» .s n... czusumo (0527.000 :22st .50:
m 21113316 nszaua mm... m cannon mm ☜mm... Pa! E25700» .5545900 memo Mann☜.
a»; m. .250. Lam... m m, m, m... as m, .m, .25... mm...

- ~ suncomm. plc Xparllsa Group pk:
mm»: D: rm... mo: Canaan:qu Newmanan Funmo: hlnnvaocW Culelsnn Nauru mm smmmnz mum-m0! Commm

REV rmznmo [175 952mm 40". REV Ezloadmo ☜8209.392 (21967900 d! 7'. REV [2.20m (5602000 t5$35°°° '☜"☁-p... 22455.9... {5173900 mm... p... nammo (5.602...☝ mm .nas-. m {ammo -nuamo may... mm...
EPS lZDD mp Lass bum Evs :23: u 2.. map aha-- EFS am: .1559 05☁" 1°☝ W"

Note: Main SYSTEMHOUSE S/ITS Index set at 1000 on 15lh April 1989. Any new entrants to me Slack Exchange are annealed an index of 1000

based 0n "☁9 issue price. The SCS Index is not weighled: a change in the share price of lhe largest company has lhe same elfecl as a smlar change

[0☂ INS smalleSl company. Calegory Codes: CS : Compuler Serwces SP : Sollware Product R : Reseller A : IT Agevlcl☂ 0 : O☁he☂
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1 912112 PSR sm☂s } 51m price 515111 1111121 (11111111531611 1 mp11a11sax1'un
505 P1161 Capilalisa on . 1191mm Ra o Index } move since % move☁ rmve s1me } move (2111) }
(k1. 3141/6104 31-Nar-01 PIE mp/Hev. 3141211411 } 271Feb04 inZOJd 27¥eb-04 in 2014

AFAsysvens SF' 2024☁ 211.10m☁ Loss 1.72 196} 44.55%} 42.96% {1.90m} 21.06111}
AlT Cmup cs 20.69 234.40m} Loss 1.96 450} 9.27%} 13.22% 23.60111 2674111}
11111111111211: SF 20.88: 210305111} Loss 1.64 405} 4.94% 1.44% -22.95m 21.52m}
Marian SP 1 20.79☁ 231 .O m} L055 649 395} 42.22% 15.33%} 24.70111} 24.13111
341116 6111141 cs £0.56} 2195.52m} Loss 0.90 326. 5.99% 10.40% 21040111} 21902111
219011211 Canes SF 20.07} 26.62m} Loss 1.26 73} 05.19% 12.00%} -23.98m 20.74111

}A110mrnyCorpora on ☁ SF 2.65 229252111} nla 6.71 61} -7.11% 10.54%} -225.40111☁ 226,41m}
:Aveva (31119 SP 25.09 EBaJQm☁ 23.1 2.47 2530; 2.22% 5.73% -20.51m 26.12m☁
jAmnGmp } cs 21.46; 27590111} 31.7 1.51 334☁. 41.19% 9.30%} -£6.80m
9111111 11161116111161 SP 20.41 ☁ 2606111 134 0.86 623} 49.30% 44.74% -21.33m
Business spasms cs 1 20.13 210.70m} Loss 0,40 107☁ 40.04% 377%} -£1.30m
Chpiia GmLp CS £3.12 22,094.54m 24.5 1.93 84340} 13.87% 23.40%} £264.54m} 246591111

011311611: CS £0.25. £10.50m Loss 0.86 278} 116.67% 5.66%} -£2.10m☁ -ED.64Jm1

012110111 GOLF 05 £0.02 £14.04m Loss 1.42 391 40.00% 200.00%} -£3.16m EQJOm

aamy 01111111111199 __ SF 2059☁ 29.031n} 12.9 1.24 460 W 7.34% N 47.02% 20.62111 2165111}
0111521 01111111111111 6P 20.30 £9.31m} Loss 5.01 233} 44.49% 23.36%} 21.5911 -22.79m
.DISWebview cs 20.1 1 1 29.00111} Loss} 7.44 307} 424% 6.13%} -20.40m 21.25111}
{WASdS/sMasSdemeSystens) CS 2366; 293.3am 18.5 1.37 23491 1.33% 24.58% 21.23111 £18.48m
Kbn'im 21.63 225.06m} 15.0 943%} -22.93m1
10111114011111 . ._.....俉0-92_☁ 2299451.. Nita-06%} . -. 2:124:11
1001111113091121 } 1:1 24.24 260232111} 9.79%} ~202.71m
}om1pua1601~11a1e Gimp 20.43 21344111} 1.16% 20mm

1121er 20.40 25.531111 31.67% 21.33111
}u:samp 20.17} 24.26111 25.93% EDBSm
1091mm 2☁
13317;. 21 . . 43. } }
☜590m; 245.70111 L055 23.46%}

Dimme £139.86m 15.7 . -3.05%. -213.12m
Dmension Dana 249737111 Loss -1 1.59% 4.33%} -252.93m
Dasoaeane 13.7 52% 7 2.30%} -£l.76m 7
(Easysmeen } Loss 9.09 200 0.00% 61.90%} 21 .O m E .

E11105 . f 10.0 1.32 7947 23.98% 13.57%! 243.11111 227.11111;
}E|emoric Data 1311162551119 91: 20.66} 21 6. 151m 16.5 1.86 2006 <0.76% 6.50%☜ -20. 15111 £0.95m1
}1=_111pi1e mauve SP 20.11 } £6.22m. Loss 0.25 179} 444% 40.42%} 20.29111 20.72111}
}Epicl}o1.p 06 20.901. 22344111 15._2 2.63 9571 722% ~6.25°/11 21.06111 __ 21.56111
}1=.uolir1\< Miraged Services CS 20.30} £4.00m} 31.6 0.44 385} 42.59% 37.50%} 21 .19ml 21 .OQm}
11511111114 0:161:15 } SF 20.33} 25.97111 Loss 0.66 141 40.96% 34.02%1 -21 . 13111 22.20111}
1☁Ho1m111s amp ☁ SP 2070} 210.27m} 25.5 1.01 2692 27.46% 15.70%} -23.63m 21 .411111
Foas 54111016 0101p } SP 20.56} 215901111 Loss 2.42 207 1.32% 60.00% 20.30111 25.97111}
zaaemp V_ 1 SP 47 20.23} £17.91m1 62.67 V M ☜1☁59 7 145 .36.17% 46.23%☜ -210.19111 26.39111}
}Gad.5bna SP 20.15} 26.44m} 7.7 0 75 369 28.26% 18.00%} 21.42111☂ £0.99m}
☁Gmal A 21.14} 24300111} Loss 0.57 590 42.02% 14.65%} -25.90111 25.50m}
139512111 0111111111119 cs 23.90} 2192231111 r1/a 16.60 4194 44.19% 16.94% 123157111} 22797111}
11111111116101.» cs 20.271 27.90111 37.1 0.67 210 42.90% 25.56%} -21.16m 21.61111}
l-hwey Mash amp ☁ A com} 253.20m☁ L055 041 _ 506} 44.03% 17.22%} 28.3% 21024111
11911111116 6ys19111s Sen/ices } A 20.14} 22.69111} Loss 0.24 362 517% 12.24%} 20.15111 20.29111}
.HorimnTeerlogy } cs £0.63} £44.90m☁ Loss 0.22 230 5.04% 4.53% 2.20m 20. 10111
1111115 amps 1 66 20.02} £24.66m. Loss 1.30 795 2.17% 50.00% -22.14m 26.46111
☜40161019111409 11910111119) 1 cs 20.21 231 .73111} Loss 12.08 244 4.20% 12.33% -20.37m 27.43111
[man-rperon WM W7 } as 22.68} 255512111. 7 16.4 0.71 71496 M v V 12.63% 424.72m ☁ 26. 13111
.l-DocunarlSyskans } SP 20.10 £1.40m} Loss 0.31 13 20.41% . 1L . .
hTedrnlogy cs 20.65 2117.00111 Loss} 0.75 3330. 41.52% 39.67% 21520111 23326111
Irrvval'onGlmp SP ☁ £0.34 £145.63m LOSS} 2.49} I46} -1 3.55% 21.82% {20.67m £29.97m☁

11.111119111151111me SP 2011 21554111 L055} 632☁ 1141 42.24%I 22.86% -£2.16m 23.44111}
M11111 SP 20.02 21 .36111 Loss} _ 0.461 _ 321 _☁ 0.00% 33.33% -20.02m £0.44m:
iSOFr Gmup SF } 23.52 2738.69m 22.3; 6.621 3196} 5.00% -5.12% 224.091n} 2330301111
ISSohjcKs CS £0.13 £3.10m Loss 0.42} 466} 15.56%} 43.68% -ED.19m1 20.95171}

[WET CS [2.92 £213.67m 17.0 1.13} 833} 4.89% 45.16% {11.1mm {6.87m}

Jasnin 91> 20.45 22.13111 Lass 0.36} 300} 0.00% 40.00% 20.00111} 2024111
12113151111155 Ted'nology SP 2020 210.03m 1 1 s 7 _1 .131 1491 .13_,3_331,_n 62.50% 21.42111} 23.96111

       

Note: Main SYSTEMHOUSE S/ITS Index sel a1 1000 on 151h Apnl 1989. Any new entrants to (he Stock Exchange are alluca1ed an index 01 1000
based on the issue price. The SCS Index is n01 weighted: a change in the share price 01 the largest company has 1119 same e ecl as a similar change

(or the smallesl company. Category Codes: GS = Computer Services SP = Sc ware Producr R = Reseller A = IT Agency 0 : Olher
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Share PSR SIITS S☁are price S1'arsprioe mpiulisa on mpitallsanon

SCS Price Wimlsa on Hisbrk: Flan Imex nave s☁me % nova rmve sime rmve (an)

0:1. 31-Nhr04 31-Mar-04 PIE (hp/Rev. 31 41/3104 27-Feb-04 inzm 27-Feb-04 in 21»:

16111111 SP £0.54 £49.72m Loss 1 .97 1270 ♥1 2.29% 9.83% -E .98m £4.77m

LDg'lcaWG CS 9256 $1,927.32!☜ Lass 1.13 3509 46.26% 0.00% £357.68"! 2534111

1.0111011 Bridge Samara SP £0.59 £100.00m 25.6 1.72 1463 -7.14% 10.38% {7.70111 E451☜

Larien A 20.68 216.3011! Loss 0.17 875 6,06% 1.74% 90.9011! 20.301☜

VBCVD4 SP 21.47 230.5811! Loss 0.94 591 -1 3.82% -7.57% {4.82111 -£2.49rn

Nhrvowar So Wala 5 P m.37 俉16.80m Loss 4.58 379 -1 6.36% 56.60% {3.20111 F592m

Nh bolmlghs lrg SP 2054 £120.82m LOSS 1.05 882 0.94% 21.59% 21.12111 921.521☜

NEHANT SP £1.89 9200.241☜ LOSS 2.55 913 22.33% 44.27% 637.641" E52.32m

Mcmgen CS 2059 251.301☜ LOSS 1.94 252 6.31% 8.26% £3.10rn £4.10m

Mml☁PXamlWSBITB SP £0.24 219.70m Less 022 486 -25.53% 43.95% $6.501☜ -m.00m

Msys SP 22.06 51.151.22111 10.4 1.14 2560 3.36% 2.83% >21 16.78111 {30.2%

HOUSES SP 20.40 210.331☜ L055 278 527 -17.71% 3.95% -22.17m 20.40m

Nbrse R 21.38 2179.90☜ Loss 0.51 550 -1 4.60% >3.51% -£30.70m 45.341"

N63 hlsrnalioml A was £17.40m nla 0.26 447 -1 3.27% 5.03% £2.70m >21 .03m

Whom! CS £0.03 20.74111 LOSS 0.39 1 9 -39.02% -16.67% 433.4811! {0.06111

Ncipher SP £1.65 £42.441n Lass 3.27 658 -1 .79% 8.22% 43126111 22.70111

NelBene l CS 20.52 £8.41rn 13.6 1.35 258 4.90% 33.77% 49016111 221211!

Nashua CS $.42 239.5011! LOSS 2.79 278 618% 774% 412.6011! 82.861"

NOW☂QaB lriurman'on SOiL Dl☂S CS £0.66 2324.191" 22.5 3.80 252 0.00% 13.42% £0.01m E1 58.35111

NSB Rea" $518115 5P 20.26 233.001" LOSS 1.29 2217 -29.17% 50.00% {33.90111 £29.231n

Chec ckHFl SP 33.06 23.64111 Loss 0.75 156 46.67% -24.24% 20.73111 -£1.12m

Parity A 90.12 B3.18m 11.5 0.19 1917 41.54% 6.98% {4.32111 £2.11m

Patsy ems 5P 20.24 234.371☜ Loss 3.22 220 -3.09% 34.29% -21 .0311! 28.87111

Hlat Madia Gobal SP 20.58 225.2611! 50.8 2.68 2875 A1 4.1 8% 74.24% {4.14111 £1 0.72m

Hmlogy SP 21.31 96.2011! LDSS 10.35 9:39 -21.32% 3.66% -£7.10m {2.40111

HarilHddirgs SP £0.27 26.78111 Loss 0.33 1125 6.90% 526% -£19.52m {19.35111

PSDGIDQ) A £2.65 266.54m Loss 1.77 1205 -19.08% 40.17% 4215.761☜ 4.7.551☜

GA CS £17.06 E1 7.20111 LOSS 0.59 27 »1 7.24% 41.18% £2.40!☜ £13.25m

W A 20.57 £22.91m LOSS 0.88 456 0.89% 16.49% 131.2111! 23.81111

Flanlrtarnan'oml 5P £0.14 £8.90m Loss 1.04 214 -1 5.63% -10.00% -E1.70m $0.941☜

RBEII Deds☁ors SP £0.16 £47.06m 17.6 1.55 219 62.99% 27.45% -£23.141n 210.17m

RM 5P £1.52 £135.92m 19.8 0.63 4329 9.78% 14.34% 1112.1 2m £17,101☜

Royalblue GmLp SP 85.33 917400111 22.7 3.08 3135 43.33% 4.92% £26001☜ 26.36111

Saga 901;) SP 21.80 22.306601" 22.2 4.12 69327 5.49% 2.56% $160401☜ {59.01111

wL CS 21.18 263.591☜ L055 099 783 -1 2.31 "/5 39.05% -§3.01m 217.921"

ServicePowar SF 130.41 80.00!☜ Loss 5.70 41 0 20.39% 3.80% 20.701" £7.60!☜

91855-1181le1 5P 90.86 214.501" 13.2 0.54 570 45.56% 14.77% {1.10111 £1 .80111

Sopheon SP 20.35 851.981☜ LOSS 4.21 504 >1.41 % 118.75% 215.7811! £36.26!☜

$1119 GO☜) A 21.16 2181.641" Loss 0.52 1299 -1 9.44% 0.43% 4341.56le 22.69111

aalmara 5P 5.93 285.941" n/a 2.01 2833 -2.47% 2.15% {2.16111 £1.81m

wiPmep 5P £0.39 £12.77m 24.4 1.52 481 4.05% 24.19% £95031" H.57m

SJHOXITDI (was J$) SP £5.35 £165.41m 31.4 3.58 2675 -7.44% 28.71% {13.29111 {64.6%

synstar 05 £0.71 2114.991☜ 19.7 0.52 429 -7.52% 8.02% -££.31m 285an

91518113 Url'on(vas Frescom) SF £1.15 21 21.82111 13.6 1.76 885 ♥6.12% 12.75% £7.93m £15.32m

Tadpole Tsdnology SP 20.16 245.9511! LOSS 8.64 374 -11.43% 24.00% $2.851☜ £13.23m

Telea'ty CS 90.13 225.8811! L055 104 16 -1 5.00% 40.53% £22.92m -m.02m

1111116014) CS 21.37 216.501☜ 47.2 1.73 1187 3.80% 20.60% 20.70111 92.80111

TON $518115 3P £0.81 29.47m 15.9 2.15 1528 1.25% 40.87% 20.1 1m 22.45111

Tombne 61014: SP 21.13 611.701☜ 12.3 0.82 1076 0.88% 11.88% {0.10111 21.2011!

Trace Gala SP 20.76 £1 1 .5011! Loss 0.72 604 0.00% 17.05% 20.0011 21.7011!

Tliad Group CS £0.76 211.4011! LOSS 0.41 559 11.85% 27.97% 91.2011! 22.4611!

Tlibal Gimp CS 22.04 £140.20m 9.3 1.33 1232 6.86% 38.52% £10.30!☜ -E78.46m

Uln'rra Netwone R £0.02 £3.37m 20.0 1.66 4.9 0.00% 0,00% £0.4an £0.01Jm
U VSVSS 901;: SP 60.25 214.7511! LOSS 0.35 1122 42.93% 43.98% {2.25111 23.9311!

Vega Gm☜: CS 21.41 226.1217! Loss 0.73 1156 -2.76% -1 9.45% {0.58111 {6.28111

Vlgmlp SP £0.16 £6.05!" LOSS 0.80 325 25.00% 22.64% £1.21m 21.12111

Wanrog SP 俉0.03 £6.51m Loss 0.57 58 0.00% 57.74% £4.67m £2.71"!

Weallh thgs bmsa mm SP 20.15 26.4011! Loss 0,58 117 5.15% »1 5.28% -£0.42m {1.15m

WOWBCB S/shns SP 20.13 223.4511} LOSS 1.65 0 23.31% 10.54% 24.551☜ £2.25m

Xarsa (was F1. GOLD) C5 £0.85 £287.90m Loss 0.63 2179 40.53% 0.00% {33.80111 20.041☜

)«DGDUP SP 20.84 925.201" Loss 0.53 5&3 -12.50% -0.58% $3.301" {0.20111

Xper se GOLD CS £0.01 55.231" LOSS 1.14 50 0.03% 0.00% 20.00111 20.52111

 

Note: Main SYSTEMHOUSE S/ITS lndex set at 1000 on 15111 Apnl 1989. Any new smranls to 1119 Stock Exchange are allocated an 1ndex 01 1000

b35311 0" the ☁SSUB mica The SOS lndex is not weighled; a change in the share pnce 01th largest company has the same effect as a slmzlar change
tor the smallest company. Ca1egory Codes; (:5 = Computer Services SP : Solwvare Product F1 = Reseller A = 11 Agency 0 = Other   
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SITS SHARES BACK IN
NEGAWVETERRWORY

After three consecutive months of growth, our index

of SITS companies fell 5% in March. Every category was

31-Mar-04 SIITS Index

FISE It (scs) luau
mmmx Iao
FYSE IOO
FTSE AM

nse SIMICap

' V I lemwvayumauwm am 237%
down, With Internet companies and lTSAs bearing the FmrnlSiJIAprB9 mm. .msz

i , F J 90 12% ☁85brunt of the drop wuth declinesof mcre than 9%. le l g, 247:0☜ mm
- ~ - From IleaII92 «DEM {75,968Computer sewices companies held up the best With an From mam WM am

average decline of 2% on last month. Even so, since the :3:

beginning of the year, the Index overall has gained 13% meisuanas «aims «am
y , 4 F 1m 97 9mm .6. 9%♥ easrly outperforming the FTSE rr 808 Index, which guilgs :um «gm

gained just 0.62%. and demonstrating that once again Em
4 I - - me IlelnDl (534% 1952*its the smaller companies that are leading the march. rm mam ☜was "59☜

However, within the top ten best pertormlng Shares, me☁s'J☁m ☁9☁☜ ☜☁m
From lleanM HEM 404%

there is a sprinkling of larger players. Capita saw shares

gain 14% on last month. In March it announced a

#11096

(28.66%
«1:599
49.19%
68%
amass
100996
.8139»

453%

49m
649696
4363796
mm
mm
«554%
«152%

4.96%
4.14%
em

.I 3.07%
53.on
{368693
«ism
50.14%
«55096

5287,96

505.7:
"15.80
435.70
90640

497834

409036

«50.76%

45519;
406154

dam
~21.le
-I5m%
«729%
.2999;
«452%
.6389;

      

4 Syslem Houses 22 5% 52 cm I as 9% Is 7% I30 59☁ 20.2% -2 2%£70m/7yr contract With DWP and. on the very last day mm M gm 6m 400% m 8m m _m
of the month, a 20yr deal to manage the administration ☜win "145% 4 5% mac mm as m 23% am

I I I ' Salim Prod-n5 923% 639% 655% 82% 722% ID 5% 40%

of savtngs pOIICles for The Children's Mutual. It's worth How imml Index mes 495% -n 0% some ☜57% M 4m
me SllTslrIdu 342% I 639% cases 102% 549% 131% -5¢%

an impressive £430m in total. MERANT ga☁ned 22% on

      

the back of news that US-based SERENA Software w0uld acquire the UK independent. Also in March, RM reported that turnover for
H1 is likely to be 25% higher than the comparable period last year Its shares were up almost 10% by the end of the month

At the other end of the spectrum, NSB Retail Systems (-29%), Retail Decisions (-33%) and Argonaut Games (-35%) experienced

losses after revealing their latest set of results See p20-21 for the details.

With the Ovum Honay srrs index exper'encing its rst decline in three months, we watch with interest to see what next month brings.
It could be that the Window of IPO4unity, which we have spoken so much about, is closing sooner than even we expected. (Kale Hanaghan)

-☁
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1 ORDER FORM
HOLWAY@OVUM

Continuous service incl. SYSTEMHOUSE 8. HOIHGWS 95,000+VAT
for an annual single user subscription.
Call (01252) 740908 for further details,

UK FINANCIAL SERVICES SECTOR: THE
OPPORTUNITY FOR SOFTWARE AND SERVICES
El Single copy @ £2,000

UK PUBLIC SECTOR 2003: THE MARKET FOR SOFTWARE
AND IT SERVICES
El Single copy @ 22,000

THE OFFSHORE SERVICES REPORT 2003
El Single copy @ £2,000

ITSA MARKET REPORT
E! Single Copy @ £1,500

BPO: TRENDS AND OPPORTUNITIES IN THE UK MARKET
El Single User Licence and hard copy @ $2.000

El Cheque enclosed (cheque payable to Ovum Ltd)
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SIGNED:

 

FROM:

DELIVERY AD DRESS:

 

For further details and additional licensmg Options Please 08" (01252) 740908

E! Please invoice my company

Address: Ovum Hoiway, 2 George☂s Yard, Famliam, Surrey. GU9 7LW. Tel: 01252 740900, Fax: 01252 740919 Email: mailOovumhoM/aycom

DATE: T
svsrewousgop .3 pummgd mommy by Ovum How,☝ 2, SI, Geolge's we, Fannsm, Surrey. cue 7LW. 1e: 01252 740900; Fax: 01252 740919; Ema»: maneuvunnomaymn
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